176	NOTES ON CHAPTER VII
Bernier, who visited Kashmir in 1665, like Marshall, says
(Travels, ed. Vincent A. Smith, p. 397) : " The capital of
Kachemire bears the same name as the kingdom."
(b)	Bernier also (op. cit. p. 396)  remarks on the absence of
" serpents " (and also of tigers) in Kashmir.    As a matter of fact
snakes are met with in every part of the district.    The theory
of their non-existence may have arisen from hearing of the
belief that no poisonous snakes exist where the peak of Haramak
can be seen (see Lawrence, Kashmirt p. 55).
Bernier (p. 398) says that Kashmiri houses were built " for the
most part of wood " and only of " two to three stories."
 (c)	Marshall was incorrectly informed as to the similarity of
English and Kashmiri music.
 (d)	Here  again  Marshall  received   incorrect  information or
misunderstood his informant.    The bulk of the Kashmiris are
Muhammadans.    For the Religion of Kashmir, see Lawrence,
op. cit. Chapter XL
(e)	For an  account of   Kashmiri boats see   Lawrence,  pp.
381-2.    For  Kashmiri shawls  see  Bernier's  remarks  (op.  cit.
pp. 403-4).   The statement regarding salt is wrong, as none is
found in the Valley, and it is an article of import.
 19.	For contemporary accounts of the Pagoda of Jagannath
see Bowrey, ed. Temple, pp, 12-14 and note.
 20.	(a) The " Directore for the Dutch " to whom Marshall was
indebted for information regarding Japan was either Constantyn
Ranst or Fra^ois de Haese.   The former was at the head of
affairs of the Dutch in Bengal from  1669-1672 and the latter
from 1672-1676 (see Chapter IV, note 74).    Both had previously
held office in Japan.   The statement that no Dutchman retained
his post in Japan " above 2 years together " is confirmed by the
list of " chiefs " of the Japan factory given by Valentyn (Oud
en Nieuw Oost Indien, v. Japan, 42-47), which shows that fresh
appointments, with little more than a year's interval, were made
from 1629-1724.
(c) The story of the murder of Portuguese in Japan possibly
refers to the Imperial Edict of 1636 by which they were expelled
from Nagasaki.
21. The distances between Isfahan and Smyrna, as supplied to
Marshall, must not be relied on. The route is that followed by
Chardin, and Marshall's " Zanagon " may represent Chardin's
" Zerigan " (Zinjan).

